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How to guide 
doughballs & Frying Pan



your dough ball guide:

Working with dough may seem intimidating to some. That's why we asked our 
executive Michelin starred chef Paul Foster, with his wealth of knowledge and experience 
to help us build this foolproof step by step guide, as well as sharing industry tips to help 
you get the best out of your dough balls in the comfort of your home, even if you don't 
have a pizza oven or stone.  

About your dough 

Your dough has been proved for 48 hours prior to arrival, this means it is nicely 
fermented, encasing a delicate texture, so it will be light and digestible. 

When your dough arrives, keep refrigerated to prevent over proving.

You don't need to use the dough straight away. It will happily keep 2-3 days in the fridge, 
however make sure it remains sealed or fully covered to prevent drying out. 

Take the dough out of the fridge 2-3 hours prior to using it, keep covered and allow the 
dough to get to room temperature. As the dough gets to room temperature it will 
become soft and stretchy, making it easier to open by hand and prevent the dough from 
contracting. 



• Birtelli’s Dough ball kit
• 9-12 inch Frying pan - we recommend a non stick pan, however a stainless steel 

pan or skillet will do the job just as well.
• Spatula or fish slice
• Birtelli's pizza mesh or baking tray
• Flour

Flavoured Rapeseed oil for optional aroma

All you need:



Step one:
Sprinkle flour on a dry, flat surface before placing your dough ball. Lightly dust the top of 
your dough ball with flour. 

STEP TWO:
Using your fingertips gently press the middle of the dough ball to create a donut shape 
with a one inch crust. Work your way around the middle with your fingers to flatten the 
base and form your crust.

hand stretch your dough ball: 



STEP THREE:
Pick up your dough and place both hands inside so that the crust rests on the top of your 
knuckles. Then using your knuckles rotate the dough so that it begins to hang and stretch 
using its own weight and gravity. Keep rotating until you're happy with the size and shape 
of your base. Be careful not to overstretch the centre of your base, this will create a hole. If 
this happens don't worry, simply stretch some dough to form a flap and patch over the 
hole.

Flip and repeat the process on the other side until the donut shaped base is about 5 
inches in size. 



STEP four:
Place your now hand stretched base back onto the floured surface. If it's a little 'wonky' 
who cares it's rustic, but feel free to stretch back into shape using your hands. 

Turn your pan on medium/ high heat and leave to heat up. 

Chef Tip: Why not add your favourite flavoured rapeseed oil to the pan to infuse your base with 
some aroma!

STEP five:
Place your stretched dough onto your pan. Let it cook for 5-6 minutes, you will see your 
crust start to rise and puff up. After about 4 minutes your base should become firm. At 
this point add two table spoons of sauce and use the back of the spoon to spread the 
sauce evenly up to the start of your crust.  

frying pan and grill:



STEP six:
Using your spatula or fish slice lift and check your base. Once your base has gained a nice 
golden biscuit colour, remove it from the frying pan and place onto your pizza mesh or 
baking tray. 



STEP Seven:
Now you are ready to add the remainder of your toppings. 

STEP eight:
Turn your grill on high heat



Step nine:
Once your grill is to temperature, place your topped pizza inside for 3 minutes. Check after 
2 minutes. Your cheese will start bubbling and your crust will crisp to a golden biscuit 
colour. Remove once you're happy with your pizza.

STEP TEN
Admire, slice and enjoy your perfectly crafted Birtelli's pizza.
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